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We propose a method for obtaining a formal analytical exact
Hartree-Fock solution for a system of interacting fermions in the jelliurn
modelo The Hartree-Fock orbital s are expanded in terms of a basis of
functions which have a continuous indexo Then we obtain the algebraic
Hartree-Fock equations for the coefficients in this expansion and it is
shown that they satisfy a non linear, Fredholm, homogeneous integral
equation of the second kind. Equations of this type are well known and
there are several methods to solve them. Thus we clairn that our problem
can, in principIe, be solved. A brief discussion of sorne rnethods for
solving these equations is also presented.
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RESUMEN

Se propone un metodo para obtener analrticam~nte una solución
Hartree-Fock formal exacta, para un sistema de fermiones que interaccionan,
en el modelo de jalea. Los orbitales Hartree-Fock se desarrollan en térrni
nos de una base de funciones que tienen un índice continuo. Se obtienen
las ecudciones algebraicas de Hartree-Fock para los coeficientes de este
desar:ollo y se demuestra que satisfacen una ecuación integral, no lineal,
homogenea, de Fredholm de segunda clase.

Estas ecuaciones son bien conocidas y existen varios métodos para
resolverlas. Por lo tanto afirmamos que, en principio, el problema está
resuelto. Se presenta también una breve discusión de algunos métodos para
resolver estas ecuaciones.

1. lNTROOOCflON

The interacting fennion gas in the jcllium model is a siJl>pleand
successful modelwhich finds applications in manybranches oí physics.
Far example it has been extensively used in Nuclear Physics(l) and in
Solid State Physics. (2) This modcJ lets us evaluate properties of many
body systems (in the case oí zera temperature as well as in the f inite
temperature regime); for exampleground state energies, specific heats,
bu1k modulus and so on. In order to explicitcIy calculate sorneof these
properties it is usual to begin with first arder perturbatían theory ar
whith the Hartree-FQck (HF) approximation. In the latter case there are
many solutlons to the HF eql~tion in the zera temperature limit; for
example the trivial solution plane waves(3) and the periodic "aves of the
type introduced by Overhauser(4) for the elcctron gas. Thesc periodic
solutions, called charge density waves, are fmmd to be better than thase
oí plane waves in the low dCllSity regioneS). This result is related with
the Wignerls prediction about the electron gas cristalization(6). The
charge density waves are useful to evaluate physica1 properties oí the
manybody systems, but an an1ytica1 exact HFsolution for these systcms

is sti11 lacking.
In this h'orkv:e propase a methodfor obtaining, in a systcmatic

way, an analytic sclf-consistent HFsolution for the ground sta.te oí the
interacting fermion gas in the deformable jellium mode1. First oí a11,
we expand the HForbi ta1s in tenns oí a basis "d th a continuos indt:X.
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Weselect this basis in such a way that we can easily reproduce sorne

properties oí the many f~nnion system; for example the energy at the low
density regirne. "{heproposition oí expandind the HFoIbitals in terms oí
a continuous basis has already been done for a system of fcrmions in the
jellium TIx.>del,interacting vía interactions(7,B) (in the general three-

dimensional case). We use the variational principIe and find that the
algebrai.c equations which detennine the coefficients in the expansion lead
to integral equations. This equations have becn widely studied and there
are methods to salve theJ11. Wediscuss the difficulties which we fm.md in
the process of getting a solution in terms of a continuous basis and
finally we corrment abaur scme oí the methods which 'wc chose to salve the
integral equations.

2. ALGEBRAlC HF F.QUATlONS FOR a:JNTlNUOS STATES

The Hamiltonian for the fennion gas in the jellitnn !nodel is

A A

H=II +H +V
p b bp

where, as usual

N p~ 1 N '"H t' + t V (r. - r.) = T + V
p ;:12m Z ilj -.-)

Hb = ~bb = i JI N@ N(~')V (~- ~') d'R d'R'

(1)

N

- L
i=l

(

JN(~)V (!i -~) d'R

md N(I~) is too backgrotuld density.
As it is ~lown,it has been proved that in the independent

particle model an in the deformable jellium model (where the backgrotuld
defonns in order to obtain the miniJIR..nTlenergy) the expresion for the
grotuld state energy reduces to(9)

~
E = L

-'"

A

<~').'.~2).2IVI~2).2. ~,).,>

(2)
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this is because the energy of the two background terms cancels out
identically with the direct part of the particle-particle interaction.

We propose to expand the orbitals in terms of a basis with a
continuous index, so the spin orbital s are

where nA are the spin fmetions.
Then from Eqs. (2) and the proposition given by Eqs. (3), the

energy can be written as
k

E = -{ 1 JJS:, (g,)< q,ITlq,>~, (g,) n;,n~,d'q,d'q,
~l Al -

-i ~~f~,~,~~,JffJ~,(~h)~, (3.')<3.,3.,1VI3.'3.,>C~,(3.,)C~, (3.,)o~,~,n~,Il~, •
• d'q,d'q,d'q,d'q" (4)

,. ( .• ...
where the brackets <3.iIFI3.j> : J~.9.;.(~) H~/~) d'r.

~~king the variatían to first arder in the coefficients of the
expansion, with the normalizatían condition

( .-l., J~,(3.,)<q,I3.,>~, (3.,)

(.
=~~n;,n~, J~,(3.,)~,(3.') d'q, = 1

we obtain
!óf
1 1 JI o~~o~'i<q.I:¡'lq,>C~ (q,)d~d~, n~,n)"
~l Al
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This equation gives us the next condition:
k

J ~<9,iTls,> - r t< (S, )<s,s,iVI.'L,S, >c. (.'L,Jd'q,d'q,}e. (S,) d'q,
l ) k2 -2 -2 -

- ~)

We nave a non linear, homogeneous, integral equation oí third
arder in the coefficients Cko Wepropase to identify the Kernel oí this
equation as a funetían oí sOrreoí the coefficients ~, then

k,.. ( -f * .....

k (Sl'S, ,e) • <s,iTI.~¡,> - J 1,C!ó' (g,)<S,9,IVis,s,>C!ó, (g.)d'q,d'q" (7)

and with this proposition we ean write Eq. (6) as

(8)

This equation is wel1 knO\ffi. 1t is a homogeneous, non-linear,
Fredholm integral equation of seeond kind. There are manymethods for
obtaining approximated solutions to this type oí equations; fer example
Ritz's method, the Traee's method and Kellog's method(IO,II).

With this identification oí OUT equation we have reduce the
problem to a knownanc. Fortunatelly there are theorems concerning the
convergence oí this type oí equations, however as these are not linear
equations we have not theorernsabout tmicity oí the solutions.

Weremark that handling this equation in an appropiate way is
ve!)' etunbersoroobecause the index ! is a centinuous ene. Next we disOJss
the difficulties which appear and the methods that we propase to obtain
a selution fer the HFequatiens.

DISClJSSION

Amongthe methods found in the literature to solve Eq. (8) we
seleeted Ritz's method beeause it was the way followed by C.C. J.
Roothaan to get solutions for the HFalbegraie equations for finite
systems. (12) The Ritz method gives us the eoeffieients C~(~) in the
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in the approximation we require and the efficiency oí this has been widely
sho"'Ti.

The funetion ~ (S) is expanded in tenns of a basis with a
discret index

~
Ck (S) = L af (S)

n n- ro
(9)

This expansion is introdueed in the equation which defines the function
K('l.' ,S, C), and this funetion is substitued in Eq. (3). ~1.J1tiplying
Eq. (8) by f"m(g) and integrating with rcspect to g we obtain the se1£-
consistent, rratricial equation of eigenvalues

(10)

kThe coefficients Ir are functions oí the diserete index n, and
n

the continuous index k. The dependence on the continuous index ~ obviously
introduces serious difficulties, because the infinite number oí equations
involved. In order to solve these diffieulties we propose two methods: in
the first ane we separate the dependence oí the coefficients on the index

k k
k from the dependence on the diserete inúex n, ~.e., a- = b-t , this_ n n

kinds of separation al10w5 us to handle the equations, numerically, for
the coeffidents ~ along with the corresponding diagonalization and self-

n
consistency.

In the second method we consider thc index k as a continuous
variable a11 the time and we propos~ an expansion in a six dimensIonal
basis, three dimen.sions for the coordinates .£ and the oth<"Tthree for the
components oí the vector!.. TIlis is done instead oí the usual expan.sion
in a three dimensional basis. There are references about the utilization

To solve this eguatían we give initia! values for the
k

eoeffieients a~ in the funetion K[S', g" C(a,s)] and with the usual
tecruliques we get a solution to the resulting eigenvalues equation. The
eigcnveetor obtained is substituted in the Kernel of Eq. (10). This
equation is sol ved again yielding a new eigenvector. We repeat this
procedure iteratively until self-consistcncy is achieved up to a given
accuracy.
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of hasis with more than thn'c dimcnsions. (13) Following this proccdurc
w'ccan get a solution to OUTeqt;3tions.

In this way we have shown how one can get solutions to the IW
equatioI1s far a threc dimensional gas of interacting fennions in the
deformable jellium modelo The typc of basis we choose in OUT expansions
will dcpend on the kind of intcractions between the particles and on the
propertics of the system which .~ are interested in reproducing.

This rnethod provides a syste~~tic"~y far obtaining algebraic
self-consistent H.f. solutions far the systems here considered and we
hope that this will encourage furthcr research en systems of many fennions,
using solutions of thc typc considcrcd in this work.
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